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The determinants and implications of people’s likes and dislikes for stimuli in their environment has been a central topic of study over the 100 years since empirical psychology began (Allport, 1935; Brown, 1998; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Higgins & Brendl, 1996; McGuire, 1969, 1985; Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957; Rosenberg, 1965; Tesser & Martin, 1996; Zajonc, 2000). Throughout most of this period, researchers have studied people’s likes and dislikes (i.e., attitudes, evaluations, preferences) by simply asking them to report them (Himmelfarb, 1993; Krosnick, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2005). For example, a typical methodological strategy is to ask respondents to indicate on an 11-point scale how much they like a variety of stimuli. In this way, researchers have typically examined how people’s explicitly (i.e., consciously, intentionally) generated evaluations predict their behavior across a range of circumstances, change after learning about new information or experiencing persuasive appeals, and compare to other people’s evaluations (for reviews see Albarracín, Johnson & Zanna, 2005; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). This approach has yielded valuable insight into the questions of how, when, and why, and to what effect people evaluate stimuli as good versus bad.

Over the last two decades, however, there has been a remarkable shift in researchers’ assumptions about the ways in which people generate likes and dislikes in response to stimuli. A considerable amount of data now show that people’s evaluative processes are not limited or constrained to those times during which they are consciously and deliberately reflecting on a given stimulus. Instead, people evaluate the stimuli in their environment effortlessly, spontaneously, quickly, and often without realizing they have done so (Bargh, Chaiken, Govender, & Pratto, 1992; Fazio, 2001; Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Kardes, 1986; Greenwald, Klinger, & Liu, 1989; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998; Zajonc, 1980).
That is, on the mere perception of a stimulus, people invariably evaluate the stimulus in terms of being positive or negative, and they do so without being aware of it, intending to do so, or exerting any appreciable effort to do so (Bargh, 1994; for evidence of effortlessness, see Hermans, Crombez, & Eelen, 2000). For example, people are able to assess whether a facial expression is positive or negative on the basis of an exposure less than 10 ms in duration (Murphy & Zajonc, 1993; Niedenthal, 1990; Ohman, 1986), a time span almost 15 times shorter than the average human eye blink. Moreover, these immediate and effortless evaluations occur for a whole range of stimuli, including words, letters, pictures, drawings, people, faces, and even odors (for a review see Ferguson, in press-a; Musch & Klauer, 2003).

These findings have demonstrated the phenomenon of automatic evaluation—evaluations that are unintentionally generated on the mere perception of the respective stimuli. The examination of such evaluations has consumed a sizable portion of attitude research over the last 20 years, and especially over the last 5 years. In this chapter, we consider the motivational basis of this mode of evaluation. We first review theory suggesting that motivations and goals should be expected to be closely related with one another. We then describe several lines of recent research that provide empirical support for the notion that automatic evaluations are contingent or conditional on current and chronic goals and motivations. But first, we need to lay the groundwork for these substantive sections with a discussion of the terminology and methodology that characterize this area of research.

NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY

ATTITUDE VERSUS EVALUATION

Researchers have used a variety of terms to describe people’s likes and dislikes, the two most common being attitudes and evaluations. Attitudes have been traditionally defined as consisting of affective, cognitive, and behavioral reactions to stimuli (Albarracín et al., 2005; Allport, 1935; Doob, 1947; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Osgood et al., 1957; Sarnoff, 1960; Smith, Bruner, & White, 1956; Thurstone, 1931). However, they have more recently been defined simply as the evaluations associated with objects in memory (Fazio, 1986; Fazio, Chen, McDonel, & Sherman, 1982). In this way, attitude is virtually indistinguishable from evaluation, which is a less technical (i.e., academic) term referring simply to the assessment of whether a given stimulus is good or bad (Tesser & Martin, 1996). We use both of these terms freely throughout the chapter, while ascribing to the definition of an attitude as the evaluative information associated with a given object representation in memory.

Another critical notion in the attitude literature is the concept of attitude object (Allport, 1935; Bargh et al., 1992; Fazio, 2001; Fazio et al., 1986; Sarnoff, 1960; Smith et al., 1956; Thurstone, 1931). This is a general term referring to any stimulus toward which a person holds an attitude, and includes any conceptual or perceptual stimulus that can be discriminated (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Thurstone, 1927). Even though most of the research in this area has examined automatic attitudes toward graspable, or physical, objects, such as people (e.g., blacks, elderly, women), animals (e.g., cockroach, puppy), and everyday objects (e.g., consumer products, trees), people also automatically evaluate more abstract concepts such as ideals, values, and goals (Ferguson, in press-b).

It is also worthwhile to note that other theoretical constructs in social and cognitive psychology are related to people’s preferences even though they do not regularly show up in the attitude literature per se. For example, Damasio (1999) and colleagues have argued that people immediately and unintentionally generate somatic markers in response to stimuli. These somatic markers essentially denote the anticipated emotional reaction to the corresponding stimulus, a definition that is roughly equivalent to how attitudes have been conceptualized over the past two decades. In addition, behavioral economists as well as sociologists use the term tastes to refer to people’s preferences for stimuli. In economics, a person’s tastes are assumed to be based on the degree to which the corresponding objects or stimuli can bring enjoyment, satisfaction, utility, or happiness to that person, so that the economic concept of taste is essentially equivalent to the notions of preferences, likes and dislikes, evaluations, and attitudes.

AFFECT AND EVALUATION

It is also useful to draw a distinction between evaluations and affective states, and we consider two points of discussion to this end. The first is whether evaluations necessarily involve affective processing in terms of the involvement of brain regions traditionally implicated in emotional and mood states (Davidson, Scherer, & Goldsmith, 2003). This would at first glance seem to be true given that many researchers commonly assume that evaluations involve affective reactions (Albarracín et al., 2005; Clore & Schnall, 2005; Eagly & Chaiken, 2003; Forgas, 2003), as mentioned earlier. Also, some scholars consider an automatic evaluation to be the initial spark of
an eventual, comprehensive affective or emotional state (Damasio, 1999; LeDoux, 1996). However, we should note that there is no research as of yet that convincingly demonstrates that the types of evaluations that we talk about here—those that are unintentionally and immediately generated in response to stimuli—necessarily depend on the brain and physiological systems typically characterized as affective. Future research will undoubtedly continue to address the extent to which automatic evaluations recruit those brain regions typically identified with affective experiences, as well as the circumstances under which this occurs.

The second point of discussion regards the conceptual differences between evaluations and affect. For example, how are evaluations different from emotions? One classic distinction is that although both evaluations and emotional states occur in reaction to a particular stimulus or event, the latter are generally more durable, long lasting, and subjectively involving than the former (Tesser & Martin, 1996). Additionally, an evaluation is assumed to be a simple classification as positive versus negative, whereas emotions consist of shades of positive (e.g., elation, surprise) and negative (e.g., sadness, anger, anxiety) affect. Furthermore, emotional states are also classically defined as conscious experiences (Davidson et al., 2003), whereas evaluations, as mentioned previously, can occur nonconsciously.

How might evaluations differ from mood states? Mood states are assumed to be less introspectively linked to any one stimulus, and are consciously felt (Davidson et al., 2003; though see Winkielman, Berridge, Wilbarger, 2005), diffuse, and somewhat persistent (i.e., not fleeting, lasting more than 5 min). In contrast, evaluations are generated in direct response to stimuli, and are usually fleeting. Yet the line demarcating these theoretical constructs is not always sharp. In particular, especially if the nascent evidence for nonconscious mood states increases, the putative qualitative difference between a nonconscious evaluation of a given conceptual or perceptual stimulus, and a nonconscious mood state resulting from some incidental event, will become obscured.

**Automatic versus Implicit**

In terms of the characteristic of *automatic*, we again consider two points of clarification. Firstly, although evaluations and attitudes are often referred to as automatic or implicit (e.g., automatic attitudes, automatic evaluations), the terms automatic and implicit refer to the *measure* rather than the *construct* being measured. This is an important distinction as the latter would suggest that there are two qualitatively different evaluations—those that are automatic and those that are not. Although this is a possibility, research concerning it is ongoing and not yet conclusive (Fazio & Olson, 2003; Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005; Nosek, 2005; Wilson, Lindsey, & Schoeller, 2000).

The second point of clarification concerns the meaning of the terms *automatic* and *implicit*. The term automatic has been used to describe processes that unfold without the person’s awareness, intention, effort, or control (Bargh, 1994; Moors & De Houwer, 2006). However, a process does not need to meet all four of these criteria in order to be designated as automatic (very few do at the level of complexity typically of interest to social and motivational psychology), and in this way the term is not very specific. Therefore, it is useful when using the term to specify exactly what criteria are implied for a particular process (Bargh, 1989). With regard to the literature on evaluations, the term “automatic” usually refers to the fact that they can be generated without the person’s intention. Although some research has shown that evaluations can be generated without the person’s awareness of the stimuli themselves, most of the research employs measures in which the person is aware of the stimulus that is being evaluated but is unaware that their evaluation is being measured (for a review see Ferguson, in press-a). We use the term automatic in this chapter to refer to evaluations that are generated without the person’s intentions and usually without their awareness.

We also offer the caution that the meaning of the term *implicit* as used in social psychology (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995) is somewhat different from how it is used in much of the cognitive science literature (De Houwer, 2005; Fazio & Olson, 2003). In cognitive psychology the term implicit refers to knowledge or memory that can influence processing but that cannot be introspectively identified, even when the person tries to do so. For example, a classic case of implicit priming is the influence of a previously studied word on word-fragment completion even when the respondent has no memory of encountering the word during the study phase (Roediger, 1990; Squire & Kandel, 1999; Tulving & Craik, 2000). In social psychology however, the term implicit is often used to describe evaluations that are generated without the person intending to do so, even if that person would be able to identify her or his evaluation of a given stimulus if asked to do so. For example, people would probably be able to easily identify their evaluation of many of the stimuli that are presented in implicit attitude measures, and at least some of the time these intentional (explicit) evaluations will line up with their unintentional (implicit)
NOTES ON MEASUREMENT

Throughout most of the last century of empirical psychology, researchers have measured people's preferences in the straightforward manner of just asking for them. For example, in order to find out how much people like elderly people, they would ask people to circle a number on an 11-point scale with 1 indicating extreme disliking and 11 representing extreme liking. As Schwarz and Bohner (2001) and others have noted, this type of measurement is highly susceptible to a range of contextual factors, that is, factors that are unrelated to the attitude but that nevertheless influence how the person responds. These factors can include mood states, response biases, demand effects, and impression maintenance (for a review see Schwarz & Bohner, 2001). Because of these factors, it is difficult to precisely and accurately interpret the meaning of a respondent's answer on an explicit attitude measure.

One area of research where the difficulty of interpretation is especially clear is intergroup attitudes. Given societal norms for egalitarianism and fairness toward other (especially stigmatized) groups, people may feel social pressure to keep hidden any negative feelings and evaluations they may harbor about other groups of people (Dovidio, Mann, & Gaertner, 1989; Jones & Sigall, 1971; Katz & Hass, 1988; McConahay, 1986; Sears, 1988). This means that explicit measures of prejudice can underestimate the actual amount of prejudice the respondent holds toward others. To attempt to circumvent this problem, researchers began to develop indirect, less obtrusive and reactive measures of attitudes. For example, in the Bogus Pipeline research (Jones & Sigall, 1971), participants were hooked up to an apparatus that was supposed to be capable of detecting their attempts at deception. Given this possibility of detection, participants did admit to greater levels of prejudice when using this measure compared to other explicit, traditional measures of the kind described above.

Although indirect (but explicit nonetheless) measures of this sort were an improvement, researchers continued to be interested in developing a method to assess a person's unintended and unconscious evaluative responses to stimuli. Given the covert nature of the implicit methodologies developed by cognitive psychologists, social psychological researchers began to modify them in order to address social psychological issues and phenomena. With regard to attitudes and evaluations, the two most common measures include the evaluative priming paradigm (Fazio et al., 1986) and the Implicit Association Test (Greenwald et al., 1998), among others (Brendl, Markman, & Messner, 2005; De Houwer, 2003; De Houwer & Eelen, 1998; Dovidio, Kawakami, Johnson, Johnson, & Howard, 1997; Koole, Dijksterhuis, & van Knippenberg, 2001; Niedenthal, 1990; Nosek & Banaji, 2001; Payne, Cheng, Govorun, & Stewart, in press; von Hippel, Sequaquaptewa, & Vargas, 1997). These methods are summarized briefly in the next section.

THE EVALUATIVE PRIMING PARADIGM

Sequential priming paradigms were originally developed by cognitive psychologists to assess the degree to which memory locations related to a given stimulus become activated automatically on perception of that stimulus (Logan, 1980; Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971; Neely, 1976, 1977; Posner & Snyder, 1975; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). In such a paradigm the "prime" stimulus of interest (e.g., butter) is presented on a computer screen for a fraction of a second and is followed by a "target" stimulus that is either related to it (bread) or not (chimney), and to which the participant must make some kind of response or judgment (e.g., lexical decision). The common finding is that people can respond significantly more quickly to the targets when they are preceded by related versus unrelated primes. This suggests that quickly following the perception of a given stimulus, such as butter, the knowledge that is semantically or lexically related to butter, such as bread, becomes automatically activated in memory. This activation makes bread more accessible in memory (i.e., more likely to be applied to incoming stimuli; Higgins, 1996), and thus facilitates the perception and assessment of it during the target response. A key finding from research using this paradigm is that related knowledge becomes activated without the perceiver's intention, awareness, or control (Neely, 1977).

Fazio and colleagues (Fazio et al., 1986; see also Fiske, 1982) applied this finding to the question of whether evaluative knowledge also becomes activated automatically on the perception of a stimulus. For example, does a positive evaluation (i.e., "good") become activated as soon as someone reads the word puppy? To test this, the researchers developed an evaluative sequential priming paradigm in which primes that were either positive or negative were paired with targets that were either positive or negative but otherwise semantically unrelated to the primes. They found evidence for evaluative priming, such that people were faster at responding to the targets when they were preceded by evaluatively consistent versus inconsistent
primes, even though the primes and targets were not otherwise related semantically. Since this first evidence was published, other researchers have replicated and extended the evaluative priming effect, and various alternatives have been offered concerning the underlying mechanisms of the effect (Castelli, Zogmaister, Smith, & Arcuri, 2004; Chaiken & Bargh, 1993; Fazio, 1993; Klauer & Musch, 2003; Klauer & Stern, 1992; Klinger, Burton, & Pitts, 2000; Wentura, 1999, 2000).

Importantly, the evaluative priming paradigm can be used as a way to implicitly assess the evaluation of a prime stimulus simply by gauging whether the mere perception of the prime facilitates positive versus negative targets, compared to baseline responding to each kind of target (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995; Ferguson, in press-b; Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 1997, 2001). For example, it is possible to present pictures of members of a certain group as the prime stimuli and measure whether the perception of a face facilitates responding to positive versus negative targets (Fazio et al., 1995). In fact, this kind of paradigm is one of the two most popular measures of automatic evaluations. One important characteristic of this paradigm is that participants’ evaluations of the prime stimuli are assessed without their awareness, and participants are assumed to be unable to exert strategic control over the latency of their responses to the targets as a function of the nature of the primes.

The Implicit Association Test

The other widely popular measure of automatic attitudes is the implicit association test (IAT; Greenwald et al., 1998). This paradigm also measures the degree to which people tend to associate a particular stimulus with positivity versus negativity, but does so in a different manner. In this case, participants are first asked to practice deciding on a computer whether a given stimulus belongs to one of two categories (e.g., young versus old people). For example, a word related to elderly people might appear on the screen and the respondent would have to press the key associated with elderly rather than the key associated with youth. In a second task, participants would have to judge each of a series of stimuli in terms of belonging to either positive or negative words (e.g., happy).

In the next phase of the measure, participants would be asked to accomplish these sorting tasks simultaneously using two response keys. In this way, they would have to press one key if the stimulus that appears on the screen is either elderly or positive, and would have to press another key if the stimulus is either young or negative. The pairing of the categories would then be switched in the next task such that participants would have to press one key if the stimulus is elderly or negative, and another key if it is young or positive. The main analysis of these data consists of whether participants are faster at the first versus second sorting task. If they are faster on average at the second task, this implies that they have an easier time associating the elderly with negative things (and/or the young with positive things).

The IAT has generated an incredible amount of research, spanning attitudes toward various groups, individuals, the self, and products (Greenwald & Farnham, 2000; Greenwald, Banaji, Rudman, Farnham, & Nosek, 2002; Jordan, Spencer, & Zanna, 2003; Marsh, Johnson, & Scott-Sheldon, 2001; Nosek, Banaji, & Greenwald, 2002). This task is implicit in nature because participants are not being asked to report their attitudes. Also, as in the evaluative priming task, the data from the IAT consist of the speed of participants’ responses. This means that it is very difficult for participants to manage or strategically conceal their underlying attitudes as this would require them to both detect differences in the speed with which they respond to targets across conditions, and to control their responses based on preconceived notions of appropriate responding. Moreover, also like the evaluative priming paradigm, the IAT demands quick responding and therefore does not give participants the necessary time to strategically edit their responses.

The Motivational Nature of Automatic Evaluation

What is the relationship between a person’s current goal pursuits and the automatic evaluations they make? To answer this question, first consider how researchers have understood the relationship between motivations and goals, on the one hand, and conscious or intentional evaluations on the other. Researchers across areas of psychology have long assumed a close correspondence between people’s preferences for stimuli and their motivations regarding those stimuli (Arnold, 1960; Bogardus, 1931; Chen & Bargh, 1999; Corwin, 1921; Doob, 1947; Frijda, 1986; Lang, 1984; Lazarus, 1991; Lewin, 1935; Mowrer, 1960; Osgood, 1953; Thurstone, 1931; Young, 1959). After all, one of the most fundamental axioms of motivation is the pleasure principle, or the notion that people approach things that make them feel good, and avoid those things that make them feel bad. As Bentham famously stated in 1789, “Nature has placed mankind under the governance of two sovereign masters: pain and pleasure. It is for them alone to point out what we ought...
to do, as well as to determine what we shall do.” Given that attitudes reflect the person’s assessment of whether the corresponding stimuli are good or bad, attitudes are therefore direct indications of our motivations toward those stimuli.

But what about automatic (nonconscious and unintended) evaluations? Is the relationship between automatic evaluations and goals different in an interesting way from that between conscious evaluations and goals? Indeed, numerous researchers over the last couple of decades have argued just that: automatic, more than conscious, evaluations seem especially tied to people’s motivations because they facilitate people’s general goals of securing rewards and avoiding dangers and threatening stimuli (Chen & Bargh, 1999; Damasio, 1999; Duckworth, Bargh, Garcia, & Chai, 2002; Fazio, 1989; Ferguson & Bargh, 2002, 2004; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990; LeDoux, 1996; Ohman, 1986; Pratkanis, Breckler, & Greenwald, 1989; Roskos-Ewoldsen & Fazio, 1992; Smith et al., 1956). They do so by quickly providing needed and important information about the nature of the stimuli in a person’s environment. The nearly instantaneous delivery of this kind of relevant information can enable people to prepare to act and react to the objects in their surroundings in an adaptive, goal-consistent manner.

Automatic evaluations are functional also because they direct people toward those stimuli that have the most goal-relevance for them. For instance, Roskos-Ewoldsen and Fazio (1992) presented participants with a series of displays of line drawings of everyday objects (e.g., elephant, bug, and bike) for very brief amounts of time. Using recall paradigms, they found that participants automatically attended, visually, to those objects toward which they possessed strong, automatically activated attitudes. In this way, people are immediately alerted to those objects that hold the most potential for their goals, either in terms of reward or danger. There exists substantial research showing how automatically activated attitudes facilitate judgment and decision making, and serve as reliable, effective guides toward goal-relevant behavior (Fazio, 1989, 1990; Fazio & Williams, 1986; Petty & Krosnick, 1995).

However, this conclusion regarding the motivational property of automatic evaluations is based on a single processing characteristic of how quickly they are generated, rather than anything about their content, or their relative intensity across situations. Does the content or intensity of automatic evaluations reflect anything about people’s current goals? If the way in which people automatically evaluate stimuli reflects something about their motivational stance toward the objects then the content of automatic evaluations (i.e., good vs. bad) should fluctuate along with the person’s goals regarding the objects. That is, they should reflect what the person wants at the moment (Lewin, 1926). Positive automatic evaluations should emerge when the person currently possesses an approach stance toward the objects, and negative automatic evaluations should automatically emerge when the person holds an avoidant stance toward the objects. Moreover, there should be some correspondence between people’s chronic goals toward objects, and their automatic evaluations toward them. We now turn to several recent lines of empirical support for these propositions.

Automatic Evaluations and Currently Accessible, Conscious Goals

Recently, several lines of research have examined whether a person’s currently accessible, conscious goals influence the way in which person automatically evaluates the stimuli in their environment. Sherman, Rose, Koch, Presson, and Chassin (2003) examined the role of people’s goal to smoke and their automatic evaluations toward smoking paraphernalia (e.g., cigarettes). All participants were instructed to refrain from smoking before arriving at the lab. Whereas some participants were allowed to smoke for a few minutes before completing the experiment, others were not allowed to smoke. This manipulation ensured that some participants had the goal to smoke whereas others had just satisfied their need. All participants then completed a measure of their implicit evaluations, and the results showed that those who had the current need to smoke evaluated the smoking-related stimuli as relatively more positive than those who had just fulfilled their need. These findings demonstrate that automatic evaluations seem to reflect the degree to which the perceiver currently wants to approach the respective stimuli.

In another line of studies, we (Ferguson & Bargh, 2004) examined the goals of achievement, thirst, and athleticism. We wanted to test whether the desire for, versus fulfillment of, a variety of goals would dictate people’s immediate evaluations of stimuli related to those goals. In the first experiment, participants were asked to play a word game and they were told either that the game measured their verbal skills or that it was being developed for use in future research. They were instructed that in the game, they would earn a point for every word they could create out of a given set of letters, and would earn extra points if the word was a noun, and still more points if the word was a noun that started with the letter “c.” They
then played the game for about 5 min, and then completed a measure of their automatic evaluations. At that point, half of the participants believed that they were finished with the word game, whereas the other half of the participants believed that they were going to be playing a second round of the game after the computer task (i.e., the automatic evaluation measure). In this manner we manipulated whether the task goal was still active or “turned off” because the task and goal pursuit had been completed (Lewin, 1926). We then measured the participants' automatic evaluations toward stimuli related to the game (e.g., points, achieve, nouns, c, create).

The main finding was that the content of participants' automatic evaluations towards game-related stimuli was a function of how much they cared about their performance in the game, and also whether they thought they would be playing the game again. Only those who thought that their verbal skills were being measured, and who believed that they would be playing again, produced positive automatic evaluations of the words. The findings from this experiment suggest that one’s current (rather than recently fulfilled) achievement goal can influence automatic evaluations both of stimuli that have recently been designated as goal-relevant (e.g., noun, c, game) as well as stimuli that are chronically relevant to achievement (e.g., achieve, win).

Does the positivity of automatic evaluations depend on the extent to which a stimulus is related to the person’s current goal? For example, are stimuli that are strongly versus weakly related to a current goal automatically evaluated in a more positive way? This would suggest the prediction, on functional grounds, that those stimuli that are most able to fulfill a goal are immediately evaluated as the most desirable. Our second experiment tested this hypothesis. Participants were instructed to refrain from drinking anything for three hours before arriving at the experiment, and thus they were all thirsty. Participants were then asked to sample either a variety of bottled waters, or a variety of dry, salty, sourdough pretzels. Whereas the thirst of those who sampled the water was sated, it was exacerbated for those who had to sample the pretzels. In this way, the goal of quenching one’s thirst was recently fulfilled for some participants but was still active for the others.

All participants then completed a measure of their automatic evaluations of stimuli varying in their relevance to the goal. Based on pretest data, the stimuli were strongly (e.g., water, juice, drinking), indirectly (e.g., glass, bottle), weakly (e.g., coffee, beer), or not at all (e.g., chair, window) relevant to the thirst goal. Those who were thirsty at the time of the measure gave automatic evaluations of the strongly relevant stimuli that were significantly more positive than their evaluations of the other stimuli, as well as significantly more positive than made by the nonthirsty participants. These findings demonstrate that automatic evaluations are prospective in that they reflect the upcoming or immediate utility of the stimuli, rather than only their recently experienced utility. Also, the results show that automatic evaluations are sensitive to the degree to which a certain stimulus can facilitate the perceiver’s current goal.

A final question that we examined was whether participants’ automatic evaluations would be sensitive to the strength of the perceiver’s current goal. In this experiment, all participants were self-described athletes, in that they played athletics regularly and cared about their identity as an athlete. However, those who were varsity athletes cared more than those who were intramural (and nonvarsity) athletes. Participants were asked to describe either a recent failure or success in athletics, or were asked to describe their academic schedule. Based on self-completion theory (Wicklund & Gollwitzer, 1982), we expected that those who were asked to describe a recent athletic failure experience would be the most motivated to reclaim and reestablish their athletic identity, compared with those in the control condition and also compared to those who wrote about success. We then assessed participants’ automatic evaluations of stimuli that were either relevant to the athletic goal (e.g., agile, athletic) or irrelevant to the goal (e.g., chair, smart). The results showed that those who cared most about the goal—the varsity athletes—displayed the most positive automatic evaluations toward the goal-relevant stimuli, relative to the intramural athletes, and also compared to the goal-irrelevant stimuli.

Together, the findings of Sherman et al. (2003) and Ferguson and Bargh (2004) demonstrate that people’s currently accessible, conscious goals cause them to automatically evaluate the stimuli in their environment as a function of whether those stimuli can enable them to reach the goal. This suggests that automatic evaluations are motivational (and functional) in nature because they both provide information that is important to people’s goals quickly, and also because they reflect people’s current motivational priorities. In other words, the motivational nature of automatic evaluations goes beyond a single processing characteristic of the evaluations—the speed with which they are made—to their content and intensity within goal-relevant conditions. We now consider some implications and extensions of these findings.
**Automatic Evaluations and Currently Accessible, Nonconscious Goals**

The findings from the experiments described above suggest that automatic evaluations reflect the perceiver’s currently rather than recently active goals. Motivational influences on automatic evaluations are also moderated by the strength or importance of the goal to the individual, as well as by the relevance of the evaluated stimulus for reaching that goal. An important remaining question is whether the goal has to be pursued in a conscious, intentional, verbally reportable manner for these effects to occur. In each of the studies reviewed above, the participants were consciously induced into the goal state, and could easily have been knowingly and intentionally thinking about how they might want to fulfill it. For those in the Sherman et al. (2003) studies, the cigarette-deprived smokers could well have been thinking about how good a cigarette would taste. For those in the Ferguson and Bargh (2004) studies, the thirsty participants could have been thinking about several things: achieving and scoring points with nouns (Exp. 1), wanting some water (Exp. 2), or improving their athletic performance (Exp. 3). Thus, it remains possible that the effects of goals on the automatic evaluation of goal-relevant stimuli are contingent on the perceiver consciously thinking about those objects.

Do goals influence automatic evaluations even when those goals are nonconsciously induced? There are several demonstrations now that goals can be activated from memory and influence behavior without the person’s awareness or intentions (Aarts, Gollwitzer, & Hassin, 2004; Bargh, 2007; Bargh, Gollwitzer, Lee-Chai, Barndollar, & Trotschel, 2001; Chartrand & Bargh, 1996; Fishbach, Friedman, & Kruglanski, 2003; Fitzsimons & Bargh, 2003; Shah, 2003; Shah, Kruglanski, & Friedman, 2002). For instance, the goal to attain high performance on a given task can be activated merely by reading words related to achievement, with positive effects on participants’ success and persistence on the assigned task (Bargh et al., 2001). Thus, one might expect other effects of a nonconsciously activated goal, such as on the individual’s immediate and spontaneous evaluations of the goal-relevant stimuli in their environment. If goals automatically influence how people evaluate the stimuli in their environment, then even a nonconsciously activated goal should lead to the kinds of motivational effects on evaluation as with the studies, described above, involving conscious goal pursuit. Another relevant question is whether such motivational influences on automatic evaluations are functional for the individual. We have been assuming here that if one’s currently active goal fosters positive automatic evaluations of goal-helpful stimuli, the probability of one’s attaining the goal will be enhanced. But is this actually the case? None of the experiments described so far have directly examined this question. One way to approach it would be to examine whether those participants who are the most skilled and successful in a goal domain are also the most likely to show the effects of goal activation on automatic evaluations. Thus, for example, when the goal of academic achievement has been activated in memory, those who are skilled in that domain should be the most likely to show more positive automatic (immediate, unintended) evaluations of the goal-friendly stimuli in that domain.

Some very recent research has addressed these questions (Ferguson, 2007). In one experiment, participants were nonconsciously induced into either an academic goal, a goal unrelated to academics (i.e., a social goal), or no goal. Participants completed a scrambled sentence task (Srull & Wyer, 1979) wherein they were asked to make grammatically correct sentences out of sets of five words each. Presented in some of the sentences were words related to the academic goal (e.g., study, school, smart) or to the social goal (e.g., friends, laughing, social), depending on the condition to which participants had been randomly assigned. In the control condition, none of the words in the sentences were related to the focal goals. This method has been used previously to activate a construct out of participants’ awareness, and indeed, none of the participants in this study reported any awareness of pursuing the primed goals. Once participants had been primed with a goal construct (or not), they completed a measure of their automatic evaluations of both words related to the academic goal (e.g., grades, graduation), and unrelated to the goal (e.g., chair, window).

From the above considerations, it was predicted that those participants nonconsciously primed with an academic goal should automatically evaluate the academic stimuli as most positive, relative to the irrelevant stimuli; further, the academic goal-primed participants were predicted to evaluate the academic stimuli more positively than would those participants who had been primed with a goal unrelated to academics (the social goal condition) or no goal at all. The results supported these predictions. Those in the academic-goal condition automatically evaluated the academic stimuli as most positive, compared to the other relevant cells. It was further predicted that those who are most skilled in the academic domain should be the most likely to show these kinds of effects,
and this too was confirmed: those participants with the highest grade point average (GPA) were the most likely to show the academic-goal priming effect on the automatic evaluation of academic-related stimuli.

Taken together, this set of findings suggests that a goal can influence how people automatically evaluate the stimuli in their surrounding even when the goal has been activated and is operating nonconsciously. In addition, this effect seems to emerge particularly for those who are skilled in that goal domain, in harmony with the notion that motivational influences on evaluation are functional for the individual. The mere activation of the goal, even via minimal processing and awareness, is enough to change the way in which the perceiver sees and responds to the environment.

In our view, this effect of active goals on evaluation is the affective equivalent of Bruner’s (1957) notion of “perceptual readiness,” in which active goals cause goal-related mental representations to become more accessible or ready to be activated by relevant environmental stimuli. Just as we become, during goal pursuit, perceptually ready to see and hear goal-relevant objects and events in our environment, the recent research described above shows us to become “evaluatively ready” to positively evaluate and behaviorally approach those things that will facilitate the pursuit of the goal.

Another interesting aspect of these findings is that those skilled people primed with the academic goal automatically evaluated the academic-related stimuli as more positive than those who had been primed with the social goal. Previous research suggests that when people skilled at a certain goal perceive a temptation (e.g., TV) that is deleterious to that goal, the skilled-goal increases in accessibility and strength (Fishbach et al., 2003). This work might suggest that those primed with a social goal should evaluate academic related stimuli just as positively as those primed with the academic goal itself, and yet this did not happen. However, there is an important difference between distractions and temptations to a goal, on the one hand, and reminders of an equally important competing goal, on the other. In the social goal condition described above (Ferguson, 2007), participants were not primed with social temptations—rather they were primed with the goal of being with friends, one of the most basic and fundamental goals in human nature (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Brewer, 1991). Based on the above results, we would suggest that skilled people are not “blind” to the importance of other competing goals than the one at which they are skilled. Instead, their implicit readiness to approach that goal can be deactivated when it conflicts with another important goal that is currently active (see Morsella, 2005; Oettingen et al., 2006, for more on how such goal conflicts are resolved nonconsciously).

Although these findings suggest that nonconscious goals can influence automatic evaluations of goal-relevant stimuli in the environment, the effect seems limited to those stimuli that can help them achieve the goal. What about those stimuli that might distract or tempt the person away from the focal goal? Although it is surely helpful for a person’s currently accessible goal to render as positive those things that can enable the pursuit of that goal, it must also be functional for the goal to render as negative those things that might undermine or distract the pursuit of the focal goal. If such an effect emerged, it would provide support for a kind of “evaluative goal shielding” as discussed by Shah et al. (2003).

That is, the focused pursuit of a given goal might be protected or enhanced by the negative automatic evaluation of distractions to that goal pursuit.

This question was tested in another experiment (Ferguson, 2007) in which participants were subliminally primed (or not) with the goal of academic achievement. They then completed an automatic evaluation measure of stimuli, some of which were temptations to the academic goal (e.g., TV) and some which were not. The results showed that those who were primed with the academic goal automatically evaluated the social temptations as more negative than the other stimuli; also, the academic-primed participants showed more negative automatic evaluations of the social temptations than did the nonprimed participants. Importantly, this effect emerged only for those with a high GPA (a marker of academic goal-skill), again showing the functional benefits of motivational influences on automatic evaluation.

These preliminary findings suggest that even goals that are nonconsciously activated in memory can influence the way in which people automatically evaluate the stimuli in their environment. Thus the empirical findings described above regarding the effect of conscious goal pursuit on evaluations (Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Sherman et al., 2003) are not contingent on people intentionally thinking and deliberating about how they might accomplish that goal. Furthermore, these more recent findings (Ferguson, 2007) extend the evaluative reach of currently (and nonconsciously) accessible goals to those stimuli that would undermine the pursuit of that primed goal, especially in the case of people who are skilled at pursuing that goal.

We now consider the extent to which automatic evaluations are influenced by the person’s chronically accessible (latent) goals, even when these are not currently active.
AUTOMATIC EVALUATIONS AND CHRONICALLY ACCESSIBLE GOALS

Although the recent research described above suggests that people’s currently accessible goals can influence their automatic evaluations toward stimuli relevant to the goal, the motivational influence on evaluations may not be limited to those goals that are currently active. Surely people still automatically evaluate stimuli as good or bad even when those stimuli are unrelated to what the person is currently trying to accomplish. Indeed, it would seem dysfunctional to not do so (Chen & Bargh, 1999; Duckworth et al., 2002; Fazio, 1989; Ferguson & Bargh, 2002, 2004; Lang et al., 1990; LeDoux, 1996; Ohman, 1986; Pratkanis et al., 1989; Roskos-Ewoldsen & Fazio, 1992; Smith et al., 1956). We argue here that one’s automatic evaluation of stimuli should, on average, reflect the typical importance of that stimulus for someone’s goals. In this way, people may automatically evaluate puppies as relatively positive on average because they are typically always appealing (and nonthreatening), and cockroaches as relatively negative on average because they are typically always aversive and disgusting. This reasoning implies that just because an athlete’s automatic evaluation of agile becomes more positive when she or he is currently concerned with that goal, it should still be relatively more positive on average than for someone for whom the athletic goal is unimportant.

In support of this claim, there is considerable evidence that people’s automatic evaluations toward a range of stimuli on average predict their approach versus avoidance behaviors toward those stimuli (Blair, 2002; Chen & Bargh, 1999; Dovidio, Kawakami, & Gaertner, 2002; Dovidio et al., 1997; Duckworth et al., 2002; Epley & Caruso, 2004; Fazio et al., 1995; Haidt, 2001, 2003; Kawakami & Dovidio, 2001; Lambert, Payne, Ramsey, & Shaffer, 2005; McConnell & Leibold, 2001; Nosek et al., 2002). Someone who displays a positive automatic attitude toward stereotypically black names, for instance, is more likely to display warmth and friendliness to black people compared with someone who displays a negative attitude toward the same group (for a review see Fazio & Olson, 2003). Automatic evaluations have been found to be particularly predictive of those behaviors that are spontaneous and difficult to control, more so than of obvious and overt behaviors (Blair, 2002; Dovidio et al., 2002; Dovidio et al.; Ferguson, in press-b; Kawakami & Dovidio, 2001). Overall, this body of research indicates that people’s automatic evaluations of stimuli are generally predictive of how they will tend to act toward those stimuli across time and situations. Because people’s approach and avoidance behaviors toward stimuli reflect their motivations toward those stimuli, automatic evaluations can be understood as reflections of motivations.

Interestingly, almost the entire literature on the predictive validity of automatic evaluations has focused on people’s immediate evaluative responses to graspable stimuli, or those stimuli toward or away from one can physically move. For instance, almost all of the literature on how automatic evaluations toward groups predict behavior with group members has used stimuli such as group names, group labels, or faces of group members (Fazio & Olson, 2003). And yet, what about the more abstract values, goals, and ideals that undoubtedly predict people’s behavior across physical targets and situations? If automatic evaluations reflect the perceiver’s tendency to approach the respective stimuli, then automatic evaluations toward abstract goals, such as equality, should reflect the perceiver’s tendency to approach—or pursue—that goal. The more one immediately and unintentionally evaluates the word equality with positivity, the more that person should be expected, on average, to demonstrate egalitarian behavior toward others.

How will such automatic evaluations of abstract concepts compare with what is known about how people evaluate concrete, graspable stimuli? The first thing to note is that the influence of any evaluation will depend on the accessibility of its referent (i.e., the respective attitude object). The more the referent is accessible in memory, the more its corresponding attitude should influence behavior toward that referent (Higgins, 1996). In addition, research also shows that the accessibility of abstract versus concrete memories fluctuates across circumstances (Trope & Liberman, 2003; Vallacher & Wegner, 1987; Wegner, Vallacher, Kiersted, & Diazd吉, 1986). Thus, there is some reason to expect that automatic evaluations of abstract goals might sometimes be more influential on behavior than automatic evaluations toward concrete stimuli related to that goal.

Ferguson (in press-b) examined the above questions in a series of experiments. In the first of these, participants arrived at the lab and completed an automatic evaluation measure of stimuli related to the goal to be thin, and also provided their explicit attitudes toward the goal and the strength of their current desire to reach the goal. Participants were then contacted about a week later through e-mail, and asked to indicate how many times over the past week they had engaged in each of a variety of behaviors, and also how many times they planned to engage in those same behaviors during the upcoming week. Among the behaviors was “resisting tempting food”—a behavior that had been rated in a pilot study as
the most effective way to meet the goal of being thin. The results showed that participants’ immediate, unintentional evaluations of the goal significantly predicted their reported successful goal pursuit, and did so above and beyond their explicit ratings of the desirability of the goal, and their explicit attitude toward the goal.

What about automatic evaluations of the goal to be thin versus the tempting foods that need to be avoided in order to meet the goal? This comparison was examined in the next experiment. Participants arrived at the lab and indicated how often they regulated their intake of fattening foods. Then between 3 and 5 weeks later they came back to the lab and completed a measure of their automatic evaluations of the goal to be thin, as well as a variety of tempting foods related to the goal. The results showed that participants’ automatic evaluations of the goal significantly predicted their reported goal pursuit, while their automatic evaluations of the tempting foods did not. This set of findings indicates that automatic evaluations of goals are sometimes more predictive of goal pursuit than the concrete stimuli toward which goal-relevant behavior is directed.

In the above two experiments, however, participants merely reported goal pursuit rather than demonstrated actual goal pursuit. To test whether automatic evaluations of the goal to be thin would predict how much of a tempting food one would eat, participants arrived at the lab and were told that they would sample and comment on products as part of a marketing study. They were assigned to taste either goal-relevant, fattening (cookies) or goal-irrelevant, nonfattening (low-calorie mints) snacks. Right before they were asked to sample the food, they completed an automatic evaluation measure in which their evaluations toward the goal, as well as the goal-relevant target of behavior (cookies), were measured. The results showed that their automatic evaluations of the goal predicted their consumption of the goal-relevant snack, but not the goal irrelevant snack. Their automatic evaluations of the target of behavior (cookie) did not predict their consumption of the snack, however.

Finally, in the last experiment, the participant’s automatic and explicit evaluations of an abstract goal, along with concrete stimuli related to that goal, were measured. Moreover, participants’ overt as well as subtle goal-relevant behaviors were assessed. In particular, participants’ automatic evaluations toward the goal of egalitarianism and a relatively more concrete target of egalitarian behavior—elderly people—were measured. Participants then provided their explicit attitudes toward the goal and the concrete goal-relevant stimulus. Finally, they were asked to express their support for a number of federal and state sponsored policies and programs. Included in this list of policies was Medicare, the federal program that provides financial assistance to elderly people. Previous research has suggested that subtle prejudice toward a group is related to decreased support for programs that target that group (Dovidio, Glick, & Rudman, 2005; Levy & Schlesinger, 2005; McConahay, 1983, 1986; Swim, Aiken, Hall, & Hunter, 1995), and thus it was expected that participants’ automatic evaluation of the goal of equality would predict their subtle prejudice toward the elderly, in terms of their support of Medicare. Participants also were explicitly asked to what extent a negative stereotypical trait of the elderly (i.e., rigidity) was true of elderly people in general; this constituted the blatant or overt indication of prejudice toward the elderly.

It was expected that their automatic evaluation of the goal might be less effective at predicting this overt expression of prejudice, in line with previous research (Asendorpf, Banse, & Mücke, 2002; Devine, 1989; Dovidio et al., 2002, 1997; Egloff & Schmukle, 2002; Fazio, 1990; Wilson et al., 2000). Indeed, the results suggested that their automatic evaluations toward the goal predicted their subtle expression of prejudice but not their overt expression of prejudice. However, their explicit attitude toward the group did predict their overt expression of prejudice toward the group. The pattern of findings thus replicated the main result from the previous experiments that people’s automatic evaluations of a goal do seem to reliably predict their actual behavioral pursuit of that goal. Also, this may be particularly true for subtle versus blatant goal-relevant behaviors. This experiment also again suggests that automatic evaluations of goals can prove more predictive of goal pursuit than automatic evaluations of concrete stimuli related to the goal.

Together, the results from this line of experiments suggest that automatic evaluations of goals may on average reflect the importance of the goals to the perceiver. But, when should such implicit evaluations out-predict more explicit motivations? Firstly, automatic evaluations should out-predict explicit motivations when it is difficult for the person to accurately introspect on how much they want to reach the goal. Note that it may be very easy for people to say whether they want, versus do not want, a particular goal, but it might be more difficult for them to precisely know just how much they want that goal. In such a case it may be that the degree of people’s unintentional, and immediately generated, positivity to words related to the goal ends up being a more accurate index of how much they, on average, pursue and want the goal. For example, the participants in the above research might
have known that they cared about being egalitarian, but not been able to exactly pinpoint the degree of their commitment to the goal.

Secondly, automatic evaluations of goals should also better predict actual goal pursuit behavior than should explicit ratings of the strength of those motivations when the particular goal is accompanied by normative social or impression management pressures to explicitly respond in a certain way. For instance, there is considerable social pressure to espouse and endorse the goal of being egalitarian, and it may be that people’s explicit commitment to this kind of goal is a poor reflection of how much they actually care about it. Again, in such a case it may be that people’s spontaneous evaluation of words related to equality ends up being a better indication of how likely they are to pursue that goal in future circumstances.

When should automatic evaluations of goals out-predict automatic evaluations of more concrete stimuli? This question can essentially be translated into the question of when concrete versus abstract knowledge is likely to be most accessible in memory. There is a burgeoning literature on this topic, and researchers have identified a number of determinants, including temporal distance from an event being judged or evaluated (Trope & Liberman, 2003), the difficulty or familiarity of an action (Vallacher & Wegner, 1987), psychological distance (Trope & Liberman, 2003), spatial distance (Henderson, Fujita, Trope, & Liberman, 2006), and power (Smith & Trope, 2006).

For example, Vallacher and Wegner (1987) argued that when an action is familiar, and when both concrete and abstract knowledge related to the action exists in memory, the abstract knowledge is likely to be more accessible in memory than the concrete knowledge. Thus, when a person is climbing a tree and is asked what he or she is doing, the person is likely to say something about having fun (an abstract answer) rather than about holding onto tree limbs and branches (a concrete answer). In other words, the _why_, or high level, knowledge tends to be more accessible than the _how_, or low level, knowledge. In such cases, the evaluative information that is associated with the abstract knowledge (e.g., goals) should also be more accessible, and thus more influential and predictive, than the evaluative information associated with the concrete knowledge. In the experiments described above (Ferguson, in press) in which people’s automatic evaluations of goals tended to be more predictive of their goal pursuit compared with their evaluations of relatively more concrete stimuli, it might have been the case that people were relatively familiar with those goal domains, and familiar with their strategies of goal pursuit and self-regulation. Thus, their abstract knowledge (including knowledge about goals and values) may simply have been more accessible than their knowledge about the particular concrete items and objects relevant to the goal.

We now turn to a discussion of how automatic evaluations might be especially contingent on a person’s goals and motivations.

**THE MOTIVATION NATURE OF AUTOMATIC VERSUS EXPLICIT EVALUATIONS**

Earlier in the chapter we discussed how automatic evaluations have been considered to be tied to motivations based on the speed with which they deliver important information to the perceiver. We argued that the motivational perspective of such evaluations can be considerably broadened in that automatic evaluations should actually reflect the content as well as intensity of the perceiver’s current and chronic goals. However, how does this characteristic of automatic evaluations compare with the operation of explicit evaluations? That is, whereas automatic evaluations are clearly more functional than explicit evaluations at least in terms of the speed with which they are generated, are they ever more reflective of people’s goals?

On the one hand, people’s explicit evaluations can be clearly and directly reflective of what they want. People’s explicit evaluations of the stimuli in their surrounding do fluctuate with their current goals regarding those stimuli. In fact, people’s expressed desires for certain stimuli are often considered as a classic signature of a particular goal. When people (explicitly) express desire for food and drink, they are considered to have the goals of hunger and thirst, respectively (Cabanac, 1971). When people express their desire for meaningful relationships with others, they are understood as having the goal of belongingness. There is a long history in psychology of the tight connection between what people say they like and dislike, and what they say their goals and motivations are (Ajzen, 1991; Bandura, 1986; Cabanac, 1971; Deci & Ryan, 1985; Locke & Latham, 1990).

However, on the other hand, as mentioned earlier, there are reasons why what people say they want does not always match up well with what they actually do in terms of motivational behavior (approach versus avoiding). Because people might not be able to always accurately introspect on the intensity of their goals, perhaps especially across situations, there may be times when their automatic evaluation of a goal is more predictive of their goal-relevant behavior, as we have discussed. Furthermore,
because people might be reluctant to express their true inclination toward some goal (either to others or to themselves), their automatic (unintentional) evaluations of goals might at times be more accurate indications of how they will act in actual goal-relevant situations (this should be especially true under time pressure or complex, information-rich environments). Finally, people may simply be unwilling to exert the control necessary to act in line with their expressed preferences. There is considerable empirical support in the self-regulation literature for the dissociation between what people say they like and dislike, and what they in fact do (for reviews see Baumeister & Vohs, 2004; Carver & Scheier, 1981, 1998; Loewenstein, 1996). People’s expressed preferences in domains of self-control and regulation are often at odds with how they actually behave.

Moreover, there is also evidence for the dissociation between expressed preferences and behavior in recent research on automatic evaluations and goals. In the work by Ferguson and Bargh (2004), in the first experiment that examined the effect of the achievement goal on automatic evaluations of, participants were also asked to indicate their explicit evaluations toward the stimuli. The results showed that whereas the goal and timing conditions influenced participants’ automatic evaluations as described earlier, they did not influence their explicit evaluations. This is some preliminary evidence that people may not always be able or perhaps willing to adjust their explicit evaluations in line with their currently active goal, in line with our discussion here.

Another line of evidence suggesting a possible dissociation between people’s explicit evaluations and their goal pursuit comes from the recent work on automatic evaluations of end-states (Ferguson, in press-b). In two experiments, people’s explicit attitudes toward the abstract end-states did not reliably predict their behavior relevant to the end-state. In one experiment, their explicit attitude toward the goal of being thin did not predict their pursuit of this goal over the following week. In the other experiment, participants’ explicit goal of equality did not predict their subtle expression of prejudice toward the elderly. In both cases, this disconnect may have emerged either because the participants were unable to introspect accurately on their desire for the goal, or were unwilling to do so. Future research is expected to continue to address the correspondence between people’s goals, and their automatic versus explicit attitudes, but at this juncture we argue that automatic evaluations may be especially reflective of, and therefore predictive of, people’s underlying motivations and goals.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this chapter we considered the motivational nature of automatic evaluations. We first considered the extent to which evaluations in general are closely tied to motivational behavior given the classic definitions of motivation and evaluations. We then reviewed recent research that examined questions relevant to this topic. Namely, we reviewed findings showing that a person’s currently accessible, conscious goal influences how that person automatically evaluates the stimuli in her or his environment: people evaluate as positive those stimuli that can help them achieve the goal. Additionally, a goal does not have to reside in conscious awareness in order for it to influence automatic evaluations. Nonconsciously induced goals also can influence the automatic evaluation both of stimuli that can help the activated goal, as well as stimuli that can harm the activated goal. Recent findings also suggest that the effect of goals on automatic evaluations is functional in that it seems to emerge most strongly for those who are skilled at the particular goal domain. We also speculated that automatic evaluations might be more closely tied to goals and motivations than are explicit attitudes, and considered some new findings relevant to this matter. Overall, the evidence supports concluding in favor of a strong and direct influence of motivational states on how people naturally and nonconsciously evaluate the objects, people, events, and even abstract concepts and issues that make up their psychological environment.
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